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The Greek Corner X “Company/Organization” 

MoneyTees Fundraising Campaigns for United Way of the Ozarks. 
 
The Greek Corner Screenprinting and Embroidery would like to extend the platform of our 
MoneyTees Fundraising to any organization that is planning on doing a campaign in support of 
United Way of the Ozarks. 
 

! What is MoneyTees? 

! MoneyTees is the online sales portion of what we do here at the Greek Corner. We host 
sports teams, corporate apparel stores, pop up shops, and fundraisers of all kinds. 

! What is the cost? 

! The best part about MoneyTees is that there is absolutely NO up front cost, and NO cost to 
have the store stay open. 

! There is a $2 fulfillment charge per garment added onto the items listed on the store, but 

that does not get charged to the organization directly. 

! How long does the campaign run? 

! Campaigns for fundraising typically run between 3-4 weeks, with 2 weeks between closing 
date to fulfillment. 

! How do people receive their orders? 

! There is an option for local pickup or flat rate shipping. 

! Company/Organization running the campaign may also set up an “on site” pickup, where 
they may distribute the orders to their employees (if applicable) 

! How much money can you make off of these online fundraisers? 

! That’s the best part! There is no limit to the amount of money that you can raise. The more 

items you sell, the more you make. 

! YOU set the prices for the garments. (For instance, if the cost of a t-shirt is $15.48, you can 
easily mark that up to $25, and for every shirt sold, you would be making $9.52 PER 
SHIRT!) 

! What are the stipulations for running an online campaign? 
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! You would need to supply the logo that you are wanting on the shirt to show your company 
name, or have a few ideas for our Graphic Design Department to go off of to come up with 
a logo for the garments. 

! The minimum order needed to print the items is 25 garments.  

! If you do not reach the minimum of 25, we have several options 

! Extend the closing date of the store 

! Purchase the remaining items separately 

! We can cancel and refund the orders that have come in, and we will bill you a $75 restock 
fee.  

 

! How many items can be offered? 

! The possibilities are endless. Typically, fundraising stores have a t-shirt, long sleeve, and a 
hoodie option. These are the garments that allow you to bring in the most proceeds. 

 

! How do I start the process of opening a MoneyTees campaign? 

! Send an email to moneytees@greekcornerprinting.com or call 417.865.8011 and ask for 
Kylie Wall.  
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